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What people are saying
What a wonderfully wickedly delicious way to think about history!
Baine entices with fact, entertains with fiction, and causes us to ask:
what if?
Kathryn Kavicky, Parachute Communications
Wallace Baine is history’s mischievous magician. In his short story,
“The Last Temptation of Lincoln,” he lures us in with the tale of a
beloved American hero, deflects us with smart prose and then reveals
a plot twist so deft, it manages to touch your heart and funny bone at
the same time. I’ll never read history the same way again.

and other
by Wallace Baine

Peggy Townsend, author of Safe Landings
Haunted and haunting, “The Last Temptation of Lincoln” is a tale rich
in historic detail, and richer still in its illumination of Lincoln’s heart.
On top of everything else he does well, Wallace Baine is a master
story-teller.
Elizabeth McKenzie., author of Stop That Girl
Wallace Baine is a wonderful writer who specializes in smart and
entertaining satire. He has a dry and understated wit and is not afraid
to use it, whether he’s describing the contemporary adventures of an
invisible woman or telling you the untold story of an ambitious female
19th century ghost who changed the course of history. His writing
will keep you oﬀ guard and have you in stitches.
Dan White, author of The Cactus Eaters
“The Last Temptation of Lincoln” is a magnificent piece of literature
that yanks on the heart strings as it transports the reader into another
time and place — bringing them close to tears, yet ending with an
iron resolve. This is one of the best stories I’ve ever read, and it left me
begging for more.
Melissa Lewelling, Co-author of A Goo Idea!

Foreword by Mark Twain

The TwiStories
The Last Temptation of Lincoln
Apollo 11½
Oscar Wilde is Dying
The Bewildering Blasphemies of
Thomas McAvee
Press After Life After Death
Voyage of the Rodrigos
The Founding Daughter
The Eternal Torments of Millard
Fillmore
Boredom Everlasting
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